Geography, Timing, and Technology: A GIS-Based Analysis of Pennsylvania’s Iron Industry, 1825–1875
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This article examines key questions about the development of Pennsylvania’s mid-nineteenth-century iron industry. The analysis is based on new data and exhaustive examination of previously underutilized sources within the framework of a geographic information system (GIS). Hypotheses are tested on the timing of adoption of mineral-fuel technologies across the state; the temporal relationships between investment in ironworks, business cycles, and tariff policy; the substitutability of different types and qualities of iron; how transport costs affected iron prices; and the geographical segmentation of iron markets in the antebellum period. The findings reveal complex and dynamic patterns of regional economic development.

Regional differences in industrial development have always interested economic historians. One familiar example in nineteenth-century U.S. economic history is the contrast between the rapid adoption of mineral fuel at blast furnaces in eastern Pennsylvania and the much slower development of mineral-fuel furnaces in western Pennsylvania. Scholars have provided various explanations for the perceived lag. Generally, their arguments portrayed the antebellum iron industry as anomalous or at best transitional; a brief period when inefficient technologies persisted until transportation links broke down the protec-
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1 Hunter, “Influence”; Temin, Iron; Warren, American Steel Industry; Walsh, Diffusion; and Allen, “Peculiar Productivity.”
tive barriers of distance. This view is in keeping with the broad interpretation that the industrial revolution consisted essentially of the substitution of mineral for organic fuel and of machine for human labor. The British iron industry has stood as an exemplar of the transformation, for the British were the first to smelt iron on a large scale in blast furnaces that burned coal and to refine and finish iron at steam-powered rolling mills fitted with coal-fired puddling furnaces. The total package, which also included a newly elaborated division of labor, produced much more iron at significantly lower prices than was possible at water-powered, charcoal-fueled ironworks. Economic historians found evidence of Rostovian take-off in the rapid transplantation of British anthracite iron-smelting technology in southeastern Pennsylvania and in the competitive pricing of anthracite iron. Other iron regions’ failure to adopt the British model required explanation. The closure of large numbers of charcoal furnaces and the shrinking proportion of pig iron made with charcoal were taken as signs of the inevitable ascendancy of mineral-fuel technologies.

We agree that regional differences require explanation, but we find previous characterizations and explanations of the antebellum iron industry flawed in important ways. First, the anthracite iron region in southeastern Pennsylvania was a singular exception to the pattern of technology transfer and modernization in the antebellum industry. Measuring other regions against the anomalous one has skewed historical understanding of what was a highly experimental period of industrial development. Second, many of the conclusions drawn in earlier studies were based on limited price series, aggregate production data, or anecdotal evidence. Our more systematic evidence corrects a number of errors in those studies and for the first time explicitly reveals the geography of antebellum pig iron markets and the connections between rolling mills and their various sources of iron. We will focus in particular on disproving the argument that anthracite iron put western charcoal-iron producers out of business.

Our over-arching argument is that to understand differences in regional economic development, one must consider economic change in the context of regional conditions, including geographical conditions. Our method involves the use of a geographic information system (GIS), or geospatial database, to analyze spatial and temporal patterns in the industry’s development and to examine those patterns in relation to the development of Pennsylvania’s transport infrastructure. We base our

---

3 For a general introduction to GIS see Longley et al., Geographic Information Systems. On historical GIS, see Knowles, ed., Emerging Trends; Past Time; and Spatial Turn; Healey and Stamp, “Historical GIS”; Gregory, Place; and Ell and Gregory, eds., History.
analysis primarily on firm-level data derived from J. Peter Lesley’s 1859 compendium of the industry, *The Iron Manufacturer’s Guide*. We converted the information in Lesley’s *Guide* into a historical GIS that locates 754 blast furnaces, 220 rolling mills, and 534 foundries and bloomeries throughout the eastern United States. The GIS enabled us to map as well as tabulate all of the characteristics recorded in the *Guide*, from ironworks’ dates of construction, remodeling, and “abandonment” to the products they made, their volume of output, and the kinds of technology used at each facility.

Rich as Lesley’s information is, it is far from complete. Perhaps the most serious omissions are the lack of construction dates for more than half of all blast furnaces and of abandonment dates for over 60 percent. We substantially enhanced Lesley’s data by consulting county and local histories, historical maps, American Iron and Steel Association reports, company papers, the U.S. manufacturing census, and other sources. The resulting coverage for Pennsylvania provides construction dates for 98 percent of the state’s antebellum blast furnaces and abandonment dates for 83 percent. We further enriched the historical GIS with data about where iron producers shipped their iron and what kinds of iron were used at rolling mills in the late 1850s. The resulting database provides the first comprehensive view of growth and decline in the antebellum industry as a whole and for Pennsylvania’s iron regions in particular.

During the antebellum period, Pennsylvania’s developing economy was characterized by a dispersed and imperfectly known resource endowment, limited transportation infrastructure, large areas of difficult terrain, significant topographic barriers, and limited capital for invest-
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4 Lesley’s geographical descriptions vary considerably in quality and detail. We checked each of his locational descriptions for ironworks in Pennsylvania against U.S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangles (scale 1:24,000) using the Survey’s online Geographic Names Information System (http://geonames.usgs.gov) and the linked website TopoZone.com, which provides latitude and longitude coordinates interactively. Where a given ironworks’ location was not immediately apparent on the USGS map (as was often the case), we resorted to additional maps and other sources to narrow down the possibilities. The dataset includes estimates of the locational accuracy of our point placements and of Lesley’s information. Generally, his descriptions proved remarkably accurate, even in remote areas.

5 Upon publication of her book on the iron industry, tentatively titled *Hard as Iron: Geography, Labor, and Technology in the Struggle to Modernize America’s Iron Industry*, Knowles will provide a full explanation of the Lesley historical GIS (hereafter, Lesley HGIS) and a bibliography of its approximately 50 sources on her website at http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/ump/majors/geog/hours/aknowles.htm.


6 For the period 1860–1875, we drew on information contained in Annual Reports and Board of Managers Minutes of the Pennsylvania Railroad and Pennsylvania Bureau of Industrial Statistics reports. Our representations of Pennsylvania transport infrastructure were derived from the maps and tables in Baer, *Canals*. 
ment in new industry. Direct transportation links between eastern and western parts of the state across the Appalachian divide were of very limited capacity. Economic factors vary, however, in the extent to which they are affected by the "friction of distance." Business confidence and willingness to lend were fairly efficiently communicated between business centers across the eastern United States and even internationally in this period. New industrial technologies required skilled personnel for implementation, and these individuals were sometimes in short supply, but ironmasters throughout the country were aware of the skills required for modern iron making. Market competition, on the other hand, requires more than good information. The combination of freight rates and price differentials must be sufficiently favorable to make delivered goods competitive in distant markets. The quality of those goods must also appeal to distant buyers, a matter of preference and judgment strongly influenced by producers’ reputation.

Taking these conditions as background to our investigation, we will examine the following sets of related hypotheses:

First, ironmasters across Pennsylvania attempted to adopt mineral-fuel technologies at more or less the same time. The length of time it took them to achieve sustained, profitable production, however, varied significantly, due in large part to the geographical conditions of each region.

Second, investment and disinvestment in iron ventures tended to follow national business cycles closely. The impact of tariff policy weakened with distance from the Atlantic coast. Within a given region, ironworks with relatively poor access to transportation were more vulnerable to economic downturns.

Third, price convergence did not necessarily indicate market penetration or the economic integration of geographic regions. Quality considerations prevented the free substitution of mineral-fuel iron for charcoal iron. As transportation networks expanded and improved and transport costs dropped, regional markets became more porous and long-distance shipments more competitive, but the friction of distance remained a significant cost factor throughout the period.

Fourth, iron markets were regionally segmented along the dividing lines of major topographic barriers. In Pennsylvania, this was manifest in the emergence of two distinct market regions, one in the east focused on Philadelphia, another in the west focused on Pittsburgh. Segmentation, however, was not rigid, nor was integration swift. Markets were dynamic regions whose extent and permeability changed in response to many factors.
ADOPTION OF BRITISH METHODS OF IRON-MAKING

Peter Temin summarized the prevailing view of western regions' backwardness in iron making when he wrote, "technological advances hinging on the use of mineral fuel in the blast furnace were largely ignored before the Civil War west of the Allegheny Mountains where half the iron industry was concentrated."\(^7\) This description over-generalizes the state of furnace technology during what was a highly experimental period. It is true that, thanks to the ample supply of woodland in most American iron regions, a large proportion of raw iron was made with charcoal throughout the antebellum period. But Lesley's survey shows that, as in virtually all continental European iron regions, many American iron companies selectively adopted British technologies and developed hybrid methods that suited their particular region's resource endowment, transport infrastructure, capital resources, and labor supply.\(^8\)

Some U.S. blast furnaces mixed charcoal with mineral fuel, and most new furnaces after 1840 used steam power to run hot-blast blower engines, a fuel-saving innovation developed for coke furnaces by the Scot James Beaumont Neilson in 1828.\(^9\) Many older charcoal furnaces were retrofitted with hot-blast equipment as well. Although the majority of rolling mills had steam engines, many used them as back-up for cheaper water power, including such large and otherwise modern operations as Peter Cooper and Abram Hewitt's Trenton Iron Company. Rolling mills in New England dealt with their region's lack of coal deposits by developing wood-burning puddling furnaces similar to those used in Sweden.\(^10\) The most striking difference between the American and British industries was their geography. American ironworks were far less geographically concentrated, and most operations were far less integrated, than was typical in Britain by the late eighteenth century. Only in Pittsburgh and along the lower Schuylkill and Lehigh valleys did clusters of ironworks begin to approach the massive productive capacity of British iron centers, and no U.S. ironworks before the Civil War combined multiple furnaces, coke ovens, foundries, and rolling mills on single works sites as at the largest British coke-ironworks, such as Coalbrookdale in Shropshire and Cyfarthfa in South Wales.\(^11\)

Within the blast furnace sector, the anthracite iron district of eastern Pennsylvania stands out as the only American iron region where British

\(^7\) Temin, *Iron*, p. 7.
\(^8\) Lesley, *Guide*; and Evans and Rydén, eds., *Industrial Revolution*.
\(^11\) Ordnance Survey, “Merthyr Tydfil.”
smelting technologies were quickly adopted *in toto* and mineral-fuel furnaces rapidly achieved levels of production matching British furnace output (see Figure 1). Trans-Atlantic technology transfer was unusually quick and complete in this case because all necessary factors of production were present in eastern Pennsylvania or were swiftly transplanted there. The region’s anthracite coal mines began production on a substantial scale in the 1820s.\(^\text{12}\) The native raw materials were chemically ideal; anthracite in eastern Pennsylvania was virtually indistinguishable from the “stone coal” of Glamorganshire, South Wales, where smelting

\(^{12}\) Yearley, *Enterprise*; and Knies, *Coal*. 

Source: Lesley HGIS; ESRI, Data & Maps CD.
iron with anthracite was first perfected in 1836. Railroads and canals built for the coal trade were in place to carry anthracite down the Lehigh and Schuylkill valleys to the blast furnaces, which were initially erected near deposits of good-quality iron ore. Railroads and canals also connected furnaces and rolling mills to the country's largest iron markets in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. American anthracite iron companies also benefited from the expertise of immigrant managers and skilled workers, most notably immigrants from South Wales iron districts. In sum, the anthracite iron region enjoyed the classic geographical preconditions for economic take-off on an industrial frontier: proximity to markets, low-cost transportation, ready access to labor, and raw materials of the requisite quality to facilitate the replication of imported technologies.

Conditions in western Pennsylvania were not so favorable. The region's thin population and rugged topography made transportation improvements less compelling and more costly than in the east. The Main Line Canal from Philadelphia did not reach Pittsburgh until 1833, and the Pennsylvania Railroad did not provide through connections on good track until 1852. Coal deposits were more distant from good iron ore, which was plentiful only in the Juniata district centered on Blair and Huntingdon counties. Despite these obstacles, iron companies west of the Alleghenies built mineral-fuel blast furnaces modeled after British furnaces as early as, if not before, eastern companies built anthracite furnaces. In Lycoming (later Clinton) County, the Lycoming Coal Company built Farrandsville Furnace to burn coke in 1836–1837. Longconing Furnace, just over the Pennsylvania border in Alleghany County, Maryland, went into blast on coke in 1838 or 1839. Brady's Bend, the first furnace to burn coke in Armstrong County, was constructed in 1840. Nine raw-coal furnaces were completed in the Shenango Valley north of Pittsburgh between 1845 and 1848. All told, 18 coke furnaces and 12 raw-coal furnaces were built in western Pennsylvania between 1836 and 1857. The region's iron entrepreneurs did not delay in adopting British smelting technology.

They did, however, encounter serious problems in attaining sustained, profitable production of iron. Eager investors such as the Boston capitalists behind Farrandsville Furnace sank tens and even hundreds of thousands of dollars into ironworks before the quality of their property's
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13 Shaefer, "Official . . . Map"; Healey, Pennsylvania Anthracite; Baer, Canals; Warren, American Steel, pp. 18–19; and Lesley, Guide.
15 Baer, Canals; and Schotter, Growth, p. 35.
16 Lycoming Coal Company Collection; George's Creek Journal; and Lesley, Guide.
coal and iron ore was fully assayed, only to discover later that, for example, their bituminous coal had too much sulfur to make good iron. Furnaces built in advance of railroads and canals relied on spring freshets to get much of their iron to market, often a risky business. Frontier furnaces also faced more daunting labor problems than did iron towns closer to the coast. It was sometimes difficult to convince skilled miners and furnace hands to migrate inland, and it was more difficult to maintain a full workforce as ethnic conflicts, disagreements with American managers, bad weather, boredom, and desertion for better-paying work elsewhere thinned the ranks.\textsuperscript{17}

Despite the obvious economic benefits of the British model of iron-making, it was not practical or economically feasible to transplant it in its entirety to most American iron regions. Technological change came as quickly to western as to eastern Pennsylvania, but industrial take-off took longer, in large part because of geographical factors.

\textsuperscript{17} Knowles, "‘white hands’"; George’s Creek Journal; and Lycoming Coal Company Collection.
The virtually simultaneous efforts to adopt British mineral-fuel technologies across Pennsylvania suggest that investment in new furnaces and new technologies was driven by broad economic forces. Figure 2 reinforces this impression. In the United States as a whole, construction of every kind of blast furnace increased during periods of national economic growth and fell off sharply in the wake of economic down-turns. The graph shows a collapse after the panic of 1837, followed by a boom in the mid 1840s (when furnace construction surged in both eastern and western Pennsylvania), and the rise of investor confidence again after the difficulties of 1847–1850. The graph also shows that the iron industry was a bellwether for the depression that hit the country in 1857, as investment in new furnaces peaked in 1854 and then dropped precipitously from 1855 through the rest of the decade.

Regional and sectoral patterns show some marked divergence from national trends, however. Construction was least cyclical in the South, as charcoal furnaces were built almost every year in Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia and only western Tennessee experienced a building boom, in the 1840s. In Pennsylvania, charcoal furnace construction peaked in the 1840s but few were built after 1850, when investment shifted to anthracite furnaces in the east and, to a lesser extent, raw-coal and coke furnaces in the west. The Hanging Rock iron district of southern Ohio grew slowly until the mid-1850s, when railroad construction spurred sudden expansion in the charcoal and raw-coal sectors.18

Figures 3 and 4 summarize industrial and transportation development in Pennsylvania’s anthracite iron and raw-coal iron regions. (For more detailed time-series maps of each region, see this JOURNAL’s website at http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayJournal?jid=JEH.) The state’s first railroads and its first major canals were built in the anthracite coal fields and the gentler terrain connecting Philadelphia to its fertile hinterland (see Figure 3). Completion of the Schuylkill Navigation from Philadelphia to Pottsville in 1825 and of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad in 1842 certainly facilitated the growth of iron manufacturing in the lower Schuylkill Valley, as reflected in the steady construction of rolling mills (six built by 1831, 13 by 1846). In Danville, however, industrial development came significantly later. The town was connected to urban markets by the North Branch Division of the Susquehanna Canal in 1831 but its hoped-for rail connections via the Little Schuylkill and Susquehanna Railroad were not completed until the 1850s. It is thus not surprising that Danville’s first rolling mill was not

The timing of Danville's growth spurt shows the salutary effect of changes in national tariff policy on certain sectors of the iron industry. Before 1842, all imported railroad iron had been admitted free of duty. built until 1845. The first anthracite furnace near Danville was built in 1840, but the other six were built between 1844 and 1847.

Source: Lesley HGIS; Baer, Canals; Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access, DEMS and hydrography; ESRI, Data and Maps CD.
Under the Tariff of 1842, bar iron was subject to duties of $17 per ton and rolled iron to $25 per ton. These rates were sufficiently high to cut British imports sharply, particularly imported rails, providing an immediate stimulus for the construction of domestic rail mills. Three-quarters of the antebellum rolling mills that specialized in making rails were constructed after 1842. These included the Lackawanna mill (1844), Trenton Iron Works (1845), the Montour Rolling Mill in Danville (1846), and the Cambria Iron Works (1854) in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, which was producing nearly 18,000 tons of rails annually by 1856. Rolling mill construction in general peaked in 1845–1847, with 13 new mills completed in each of those years. Only six such mills were west of the Alleghenies. Blast furnace construction also boomed in the mid-1840s but without any clear eastern concentration. The lowering of duties in 1846, in league with the collapse of the British rail industry, gave the advantage to very cheap British imports, which registered in plummeting rates of new furnace construction across the United States in 1848–1852.

Further inland, rail mills were built before the change in tariff policy (as at Mount Savage in western Maryland, where a rail mill was built in 1839) or in the 1850s. The later surge of blast furnace construction in Ohio suggests that changes in tariff policy had little impact west of the Alleghenies. According to Lesley, only one small mill made rails in the entire Pittsburgh region. Completion of the first canal connecting Pittsburgh to Lake Erie in 1842–1844 may have been a stronger stimulus than the tariff to construction of new ironworks in the region (see Figure 4). Before 1844 only charcoal furnaces were built north of Pittsburgh, all of them located along tributaries of the Allegheny River. Completion of the Erie Extension Canal prompted construction of northwestern Pennsylvania’s first mineral-fuel furnaces, as the canal provided access to very good iron ore from outside the region as well as cheap transport of coal and pig iron.

Fairly rapid industrial growth in northwestern Pennsylvania in both backwoods areas and along the Erie Extension canal raises the question of whether distance to improved transportation routes made ironworks more or less vulnerable to economic downturns. Table 1 shows that mineral-fuel furnaces generally were located closer to canals and railroads than were charcoal furnaces. Because our certainty of furnace locations

20 Lesley, Guide.
22 The mean and median distances in the table were derived using “Near” analysis in ArcGIS, a function that calculates the shortest linear distance from each point to the nearest feature in the specified feature class—in this case, the shortest distance from each furnace to a major river, channel improvement, canal, or railroad.
FIGURE 4
IRONWORKS AND TRANSPORTATION IN NORTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, 1842–1858

Source: Lesley HGIS; Bulletin of the American Iron Association (1856–1858); ESRI, Data & Maps CD; and Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access, DEMS and hydrography.
in the GIS varies from plus or minus a few dozen yards to very approximate location within the correct county, these figures must be used with caution. We have greatest confidence in the location of anthracite furnaces and of furnaces in northwestern Pennsylvania.23 Half of all anthracite furnaces were within one-third mile of a major river, canal, or railroad (many were near all three modes of transportation, as canals and railroads typically followed valley bottoms). Raw coal and coke furnaces, including those in the Shenango Valley, were also located near canals.

The differences in distance to transport make sense. Most mineral-fuel furnaces received fuel or iron ore shipped from mines at some distance from the works, whereas charcoal furnaces had to be located near their source of fuel in woodlands and had to be far enough apart for each to have a ready supply of charcoal. The distance analysis shows much higher mean and median distances from charcoal furnaces to every mode of transport except channel improvements. In one sense the figures are potentially misleading for these furnaces, because almost all charcoal furnaces were located within a short haul of some kind of watercourse. Tributaries of the Allegheny River provided sufficient depth of water most years to float barges carrying pig iron to Pittsburgh.24 Yet proximity to improved transportation was clearly an advantage. Of the charcoal furnaces in northwestern Pennsylvania that were abandoned by 1858, 60 percent were located more than one mile from a major river and 88 percent were more than one mile from a canal.25

23 In addition to the locating procedure outlined in note 4, we checked the location of blast furnaces in northwestern Pennsylvania against the detailed maps and descriptions in Sharp and Thomas, “Guide.”
24 Ibid., p. 375.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Major River</th>
<th>Improved Channel</th>
<th>Canal</th>
<th>Railroad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthracite (N = 68)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal or coke (N = 30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charcoal (N = 210)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lesley HGIS, analyzed with “Near” function in ArcGIS 9.0, which calculates the shortest linear distance from each point to the nearest feature in the specified feature class.
Previous studies have argued that antiquated charcoal furnaces quickly lost out in competition to more modern coal-fired furnaces. As Allan Nevins wrote, "'Tiny ironworks everywhere, but particularly in Pennsylvania, with poor equipment, and an uneconomic force of men, passed rapidly from birth to death; they rose fluttered and fell like May flies.'"\(^{26}\) Our data suggest that most charcoal furnaces survived much longer than this metaphor suggests. The average lifespan of a charcoal furnace in Pennsylvania was about 29.2 years, somewhat longer than the U.S. average of 23.5 years. Twenty-eight of the state’s charcoal furnaces remained in operation for half a century or more.\(^{27}\)

Large-scale abandonment occurred during national depressions, as in 1848–1852 and 1855–1857 (see Figure 5). The years immediately preceding the 1857 Panic were difficult for the whole industry, as falling iron prices presaged the collapse of the speculative bubble that had driven railroad

\(^{26}\) Nevins, Abram S. Hewitt, p. 102, quoted in Warren, American Steel, p. 11.

\(^{27}\) Longevity is difficult to pin down in many cases. Abandonment occasionally was the mistaken interpretation of a furnace being shut down for routine maintenance. Furnaces commonly ceased operating during “dull” years, such as the late 1830s or late 1850s, but resumed when demand revived. The counts in Figure 5 therefore if anything underestimate furnace longevity. They are more reliable than the survival figures for western Pennsylvania furnaces provided in Paskoff, Industrial Evolution, table 25, p. 86, which are based on the small sample of furnaces included in both the 1833 McLane Report and the Ironmasters’ Convention Documents of 1850.
construction earlier in the decade. Of the 12 mineral-fuel furnaces that went out of operation before 1859, seven ceased production in 1855 and two each in 1854 and 1857.

Nevins’s image most nearly fits the apparent fate of charcoal furnaces in the Shenango and Allegheny valleys, where 52 percent of furnaces went out of operation by 1858, none of them more than 27 years old. Almost 85 percent of the region’s furnaces ran solely on charcoal, and 71 percent of those used cold-blast technology. Almost half of the charcoal furnaces ran on water power alone. Yet not only furnaces using older technologies ceased production. Nearly 70 percent of the region’s hot-blast charcoal furnaces ceased production in 1855–1858, compared to 58 percent of cold-blast furnaces. Five of the region’s new raw-coal furnaces also shut down in 1854–1855. The general squeeze on credit that began in 1855 and worsened in 1856 may have most hurt newer furnaces burdened with debt from heavy start-up costs. Over-building may also have strained the capacity of some localities to sustain charcoal production. As the 1857 depression took hold, declining demand at Pittsburgh rolling mills may also have contributed to furnace abandonment, although according to Lesley no mills closed.

QUALITY AND PRICE

Our third set of hypotheses addresses the relationship between quality, transportation, and the price of iron. Temin argued that the “downward drift of prices” caused by the shipment of anthracite iron to Pittsburgh, which began in 1852, forced western iron masters “to change their production techniques and lower their costs or die, as it were, in the midst of plenty.” Although his argument was chiefly aimed at explaining the late development of coke iron in western Pennsylvania before the Civil War, it also summarized the generally accepted notion that competition from mineral-fuel iron put charcoal iron furnaces out of business.

The best price data available for pig iron sales in Pittsburgh come from newspaper reports that Louis C. Hunter compiled for his study of the city’s antebellum iron industry. Those reports show that anthracite iron sold at competitive prices in Pittsburgh but rarely below the price of comparable grades of charcoal iron because of the extra cost of

28 Fishlow, American Railroads, pp. 112–18.
30 Charcoal furnaces built in the Hanging Rock iron district of Ohio in 1854–1855 were among the first to fail as the 1857 Panic took hold. Knowles, Calvinists, p. 177.
31 Bulletin, 124, 125. See also Davis, History, pp. 115–21; and Williams, Americans, pp. 104–10.
transport. The convergence of prices for anthracite and charcoal iron did not necessarily mean that the former was displacing the latter, as iron markets were segmented in the late antebellum period. Industrial consumers of iron were very sensitive to its quality because the properties of iron inputs could critically affect the quality of finished products. Managers at rolling mills selected and blended iron supplies much as the makers of scotch select varieties of whisky, seeking the right balance of ingredients to achieve the properties required for particular products. They also mixed sources of supply to safeguard against purchasing large lots of iron that proved unusable or arrived too late to meet production deadlines. The majority of recorded anthracite iron sales in Pittsburgh were of relatively low-grade No. 3 iron, which was suitable for foundries but was rarely used at rolling mills because of its brittleness.

At the Trenton Iron Company, a large, modern rolling mill, works managers routinely mixed charcoal iron from eastern furnaces with high-quality anthracite iron from Lehigh Crane. Many iron manufacturers were slower than Trenton to accept anthracite, coke, and raw-coal iron. Before the development of instruments that could scientifically measure the chemical properties of iron, its quality was judged by eye and fairly crude physical tests. Poor iron often showed itself only at the end of the manufacturing process. Works managers were therefore wary of trying new suppliers. They were particularly cautious about using mineral-fuel pig iron from U.S. furnaces, which sometimes took several years to produce industry-standard grades of iron.

Lesley’s data suggest that certain kinds of iron were preferred for specific products. In the late 1850s, imported Swedish, Norwegian, and “Russian” bar was used almost exclusively at rolling mills that made steel. Like the Trenton Iron Works, most rail mills reported a mix of sources, including pig iron, blooms, scrap metal, and raw iron ore from the emerging Lake Champlain and Lake Superior mining districts. Sheet and plate manufacturers preferred blooms and charcoal pig iron. Of the nine rolling mills listed as using anthracite iron, five made nails or spikes, though none of them used anthracite iron exclusively. All but two were east of the Alleghenies. One of Lesley’s survey informants wrote in 1857, “Charcoal is becoming scarce in the Allegheny Valley, and coke can be made 50 per cent cheaper. The present prejudice of the

35 NARA RG 74, Entry 20, Boxes 1–5; and Cooper, Hewitt & Company Papers, letters from Charles Hewitt (14 and 16 April 1847), E. J. Etting & Bro. to A. S. Hewitt (19 November 1847).
36 Cooper, Hewitt & Company Papers; and Gordon, American Iron.
37 Lesley, Guide and Bulletin.
mill owners at Pittsburg against coke iron must yield to this necessity, and the same change of opinion take place as has already taken place in benefit of anthracite iron, which is now known to make nails.\(^{38}\)

In addition to quality preferences, transport costs had a significant impact on iron prices. To estimate transport costs accurately, one needs to know the origin and destination of shipments as well as the means of transport. The geography of supply recorded in the newspaper reports suggests that the lion’s share of iron consumed in antebellum Pittsburgh came from charcoal furnaces in the Allegheny Valley and Hanging Rock iron districts. Most Allegheny iron was floated downstream 20 to 100 miles with the spring and autumn freshets on flatboats and rafts at little more than the cost of building the boats. Hanging Rock charcoal iron had to travel nearly as far as Susquehanna Valley anthracite iron, but likely incurred considerably lower transport costs being shipped upstream on steamboats rather than by rail.\(^{39}\) That Hunter recorded only one shipment of anthracite iron by canal suggests that the commodity was usually sent by way of the Pennsylvania Railroad, a conclusion supported by reports that the railroad shipped small amounts of anthracite iron west (no more than 3,000 tons annually) from the 1850s to 1865.\(^{40}\)

Railroad records permit fairly accurate estimates of transport costs from the anthracite district to Pittsburgh. Figure 6 shows the average cost of producing anthracite iron against the price quoted for No. 1 foundry anthracite pig iron in Philadelphia. Subtracting the latter from the former yields the crude profit margin for iron sold in Philadelphia. If we then further subtract transport costs, we can approximately compare the profitability of selling anthracite iron in Pittsburgh versus Philadelphia—a fair comparison because the commodity’s prices in the two markets were similar and moved in tandem.\(^{41}\) Freight rates on the Pennsylvania Railroad remained about 1.5 cents per ton mile from the mid-1850s to about 1867. This means transport from anthracite furnaces in the Susquehanna Valley, shipping via Harrisburg, would have cost from $3.50 to $4.25 or more per ton, compared to transport costs of $2 or less to Philadelphia. Pig iron from Lehigh or Schuylkill valley anthracite

\(^{38}\) Bulletin, p. 121, citing a letter from John McCrea, 12 January 1857.

\(^{39}\) Hunter records several entries of prices for anthracite iron “Delivered on the Susquehanna,” i.e., delivered cost before transportation to Pittsburgh; “Study,” pp. 426, 432, 436, 437. As measured by the GIS, the distance by rail from Harrisburg and by river from Portsmouth, Ohio to Pittsburgh were about the same, roughly 260 miles.

\(^{40}\) Hunter, “Study,” p. 389; Lycoming Coal Company Collection; Pennsylvania Railroad, Annual Reports, 1851–65. Hunter notes that the contract for 14,000 tons of anthracite iron was “Deliverable on the opening of the Pennsylvania Canal”; “Study,” p. 439.

furnaces would have borne higher transport costs going west due to the greater distance. In the early 1850s, transport costs would not have affected profit margins greatly, but they would have halved profits in 1855–1858. For low-grade iron, rail shipment to Pittsburgh could have erased profits entirely or meant selling at a loss.

The timing and volume of anthracite iron shipments in relation to charcoal furnace closures suggests that eastern suppliers saw opportunities to establish footholds in the western market when Pittsburgh iron manufacturers lost former sources of supply. The first wave of charcoal furnace closures in western Pennsylvania came in 1849–1851, the second in 1855–1857. The newspaper reports show jumps in anthracite iron sales in 1854 and again in 1857, when an exceptionally large contract for 14,000 tons of anthracite iron was reported. Figure 7 shows a similar pattern at the beginning of the 1873 depression. The tonnage of anthracite iron shipped to Pittsburgh increased through the spring of 1873 as prices began to fall, then dropped sharply and diminished to almost nothing as the depression deepened. The very similar prices of anthracite and bituminous coal and coke foundry iron suggest that

---

42 Pennsylvania Railroad, Board of Managers Minutes, 6 June 1855; personal communication, Christopher Baer, 18 April 2006. Our figures are comparable to Temin’s estimate of $5.00 (his is higher as an estimate for through shipment from Philadelphia) and about half what Hunter noted in his study. Iron, p. 63; “Study,” pp. 430, 436, 437

anthracite iron furnaces could not compete against more local sources of supply when the bottom fell out of iron prices in the second half of 1874. In the antebellum period, anthracite iron sales doubtless weakened the region’s charcoal iron producers but do not appear to have precipitated their demise. And although improved transportation lowered barriers to intrastate competition among iron producers, the friction of distance continued to take a toll during periods of economic downturn.

IRON MARKETS

Previous analyses of antebellum iron markets have been based largely on anecdotal reports by contemporary observers or extrapolated from state and county-level figures for aggregate pig iron production and rolling mill output from which authors inferred general trends with little or no concrete evidence about the connections between rolling mills and their sources of supply. By including all of Lesley’s data on sources of iron supply in the historical GIS, we have been able to produce the first maps of American antebellum iron markets. Figure 8

---

44 Shipments in September of that year were less than 5 percent the amount shipped a year before. Pennsylvania Bureau of Industrial Statistics, Second Annual Report, 1873-4, pp. 294–97, citing American Manufacturer.
shows the destinations beyond the "home market" to which furnace owners, managers, or workers said they shipped pig iron. Lesley reported such destinations for 93 furnaces (12 percent of the total), and for about half of those he named more than one destination. The resulting map significantly under-represents pig iron shipments in this period. Most significantly, it omits shipments of anthracite iron to Pittsburgh.
and shows no destinations for Hanging Rock iron, which was shipped to Cincinnati, Wheeling, Pittsburgh, and smaller cities in Ohio.45

Despite these limitations, Figure 8 shows some striking patterns that support the hypothesis that antebellum iron markets were regionally segmented along the dividing lines of major topographic barriers. Only two western furnaces reported shipping iron east over the Appalachian divide. Wheeling, connected to the east coast by the National Road, the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, attracted some pig iron from furnaces in eastern Maryland, including anthracite-and-charcoal iron from Baltimore’s Elk Ridge Furnace and coke-and-charcoal iron from Antietam Furnace. As a whole, however, pig iron markets in the northeastern half of the United States were regionally delimited. Another strongly focused region was the Great Valley of Virginia, whose charcoal furnaces sent almost all their pig iron to Richmond and Lynchburg. Southwest of Wheeling, a very different geography prevailed. Before the great dams and reservoirs of the twentieth century, Southern rivers were true highways that made long-distance shipment of freight safer and more affordable than shipment on the more steeply graded rivers of New England and the Mid-Atlantic.

The majority of forges and bloomeries met local demand for pots, andirons, farm implements, horseshoes, wheel rims, and nails.46 By 1840–1850, however, some forges in the Mid-Atlantic and upstate New York attained a new scale of production and focused on producing high-quality “merchant bar” for rolling mills. Forges in Huntingdon and Blair counties, Pennsylvania, Essex and Clinton counties, New York, and around Ringwood, New Jersey were foremost in this development (see Figure 9). These areas, shaded the darkest tone on the map, possessed large deposits of exceptionally good iron ore (its quality measured by the percentage of iron by weight and the absence of minerals that made iron hard to work). Even more than blast furnaces, forges and bloomeries were limited to locations where good iron ore lay in proximity to woodland. Only where the ore was unusually rich did they become large-scale industrial concerns.47

Figure 9 also maps several other important kinds of iron used at antebellum rolling mills. The triangles mark rolling mills that used foreign

46 Lesley uses the terms “forge” and “bloomery” almost interchangeably for some regions, perhaps reflecting local use. Our usage follows the conventional understanding that bloomeries smelted iron from ore in a hearth heated by charcoal whereas forges converted pig iron into wrought iron using charcoal fuel.
47 Lesley, Guide and Bulletin. Reiser notes that “much of the iron” sent to Pittsburgh in the antebellum period “was transported from forges east of Johnstown.” Pittsburgh’s Commercial Development, p. 106.
Iron Sources

- Foreign iron (n = 8)
- Forge iron at mill (n = 23)
- Lake ore (n = 20)
- Other rolling mill (n = 220)
- County with forge/bloomery

Tons of forge or bloomery iron produced per county.

Arrows indicate iron known to have been shipped to Pittsburgh from forges and/or bloomeries in county indicated.

Sources: Lesley HGIS; Bulletin of the American Iron Association (1856–1858); and ESRI, Data & Maps CD.
iron, mostly bar iron imported from Sweden. Note that all such mills were located on the east coast, with the one inland location (Albany/Troy) within easy reach up the Hudson River. The squares show mills that included a forge for refining pig iron. Like the few companies that built a blast furnace adjacent to their mill in this period, the integration of forge and rolling mill operations marked a stage in the spatial agglomeration of production. The circles on the map indicate rolling mills that used ore from Lake Champlain (Essex or Clinton County) or Lake Superior (Marquette County, Michigan), mainly to line puddling furnaces. These “lake ores” were shipped surprising distances before the Civil War. Lesley recorded both kinds being used at Pittsburgh, presumably coming by way of the Erie Extension Canal. The map does not show the ubiquitous use of scrap metal at rolling mills.

Seeing the lineaments of pig-iron markets and the contrasting geographies of supply from foreign and domestic forges and emerging iron mining districts raises more questions. Various sources tell us how much iron was produced at blast furnaces, forges, bloomeries, and rolling mills, and Lesley suggests where some of it was used, but even his exceptionally thorough survey does not make the final connection from supply to demand—that is, from iron producers to the foundries and machine shops that manufactured the engines and implements of the industrial revolution. The method applied here could be used to examine this question and could inform studies of other industrial regions.

CONCLUSION

Several insights emerge from our analysis of the fundamental role that geographical conditions and relationships played in the development of the iron industry in Pennsylvania. Western Pennsylvania’s iron industry was not always economically rational, if this means that historical actors sought to “utilize the production technique that minimizes cost.” Nor were western iron entrepreneurs backward or resistant to change. If anything, they were too quick to adopt new technologies before they really understood the region’s resources and before transportation was sufficiently improved to provide affordable access to a range

48 Technically, ore was not a source of iron but was used as a reagent in puddling furnaces, which Lesley noted as “used in lining” furnaces. See, for example, Bulletin, pp. 149–51.
49 Lesley excused himself from including manufacturers in his survey in the April 1857 issue of the Bulletin, p. 73: “Were we to enter upon a summary of these there would be no limit to our tables until we reached the making of needles and watchsprings, and the engrossing of fine wire and sheet iron with wood and other materials in the workshops. It is not the use but the production of iron which we express at present by these statistics.”
50 Allen, “Peculiar Productivity History,” p. 625.
of markets. Western Pennsylvania iron companies, like most in the United States and in continental Europe, adopted the elements of the British model of iron making that best suited regional conditions, but they retained older technologies so long as they were useful, and developed hybrid combinations during a prolonged transition to a mineral-based industry.\footnote{On European cases, see Evans and Rydén, eds., \textit{Industrial Revolution}.}

National economic cycles were strongly reflected in periods of growth and decline in the iron industry as a whole and across Pennsylvania, as shown in the surges of furnace construction in the mid 1840s and the early 1850s and the wide-spread abandonment of blast furnaces just before and during the panics of 1837 and 1857. The raising of import duties on foreign iron under the Tariff of 1842 spurred some but not all branches of domestic manufacturing. Local conditions, such as proximity to reliable transportation, also influenced patterns of construction and abandonment.

GIS analysis proved particularly valuable in revealing spatial connections between various segments of the industry, which delineate the regional segmentation of markets throughout the antebellum period. Mapping the sources of iron used at rolling mills highlighted the importance of sources beyond blast furnaces and hinted at the experimentalism that typified the industry in this era. Although expansion of transport networks and declining transport costs made regional markets more porous, the friction of distance as reflected in cost remained an important factor in the postbellum era, as did the quality of iron. The spatial economy of western Pennsylvania was rapidly expanding during the late antebellum period, but more to the west than to the east. Shipments of anthracite iron were one of many factors that contributed to the closure of charcoal furnaces in northwestern Pennsylvania. Regional segmentation and economic integration were not mutually exclusive in the middle of the nineteenth century. Different forces acted with varying strength at various scales. Never did topography and resource endowments cease to influence industrial development, but neither were any regions immune from broad-scale economic trends.

\footnote{On European cases, see Evans and Rydén, eds., \textit{Industrial Revolution}.}
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